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WHY READ THIS eBOOK?
Let’s be honest. The only reason you’re spending 
time and money on SEO is because it’s more cost-
effective than PPC. Ideally, your organic rankings 
should drive higher returns from less spend than your 
paid advertisements. 

But the truth is that many search marketers have 
wasted valuable time and resources chasing the 
wrong keywords and blindly expanding their digital 
presence. 

WHY YOUR SEO ISN’T WORKING
So why is it that SEOs work so hard to rank for new 
keywords? The general goal is to increase the visibility of 
your brand across multiple search engine results pages. 
This should in turn generate the demand for your unique 
service amidst users and they will eventually click-through 
your links to convert on your page. 

Essentially, each keyword represents a new marketing 
opportunity for your brand. But this is where SEOs get 
caught up in the optimization metrics and lose focus on 
what really matters. Simple math proves that not every 
opportunity is worth chasing. Instead of reporting on the 
number of new opportunities, why don’t you give your 
CEO something he really wants to see? Start reporting on 
the actual value of the opportunities your bring from 
search engines. 

As opposed to getting caught up with the number of 
keywords you are ranking for, start taking a look at the 
metrics that really matter. 
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IS THERE A BETTER WAY?

MORE KEYWORDS ≠ MORE VALUE
The key is not how many keywords you rank for, but how 
much valuable traffic you can generate to your site from 
those search terms. 

This is why Organic Traffic Cost is a much better metric to 
focus on, as opposed to simply the Number of Keywords. 
Organic Traffic Cost shows you the estimated price in 
Google AdWords for the keywords you are ranking for 
organically. Which means, you’d essentially have to pay this 
number in ad-spend to generate the same traffic you are 
getting for free. The higher this number goes, the more 
valuable opportunities you are targeting. 

Prioritize the metrics and strategies that report on the actual 
value of the traffic you are generating. 
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The truth is that you can’t make your end customer search 
your keywords more frequently. But, what you can do is show 
up more whenever they do search those keywords. 

Instead of pointing resources towards ranking for countless 
keywords across different SERPs, try the opposite. Dispersing 
your brand across multiple, niched keywords is time 
consuming and difficult. It takes many resources and often 
times the content you create engages your competitors more 
than your end customer. Instead of worrying about how wide 
you can spread your story, focus on how frequently and 
densely you can tell that story on your most valuable and 
profitable SERPs. 



DATA-DRIVEN DEMAND GEN
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VALUE IS YOUR NEW FOCUS
Remember: the key is not the number of rankings or 
keywords, but the value of traffic they generate. This is 
where our new metric comes from.

Average Organic Keyword Value (OKV): the calculation is 
simple - take your Organic Traffic Cost and divide it by your 
number of Keywords. Both metrics are easily found in 
SEMRush. This metric shows you how valuable (on average) 
your rankings are for the keywords you are currently ranking 
for - in dollar amount. 

If you are ranking for countless low-cost, low-volume, low-
competition keywords your OKV will be lower. Whereas if 
you are generating a high volume of traffic from multiple 
rankings over fewer, more competitive SERPs, your OKV will 
rapidly start to climb. 

So you know where to double down, instead of wasting 
time/resources chasing the long-tail dragon. Instead, you’ll 
want to focus all of your resources towards monopolizing 
the market share for your most profitable keywords. 

Demand generation has been a haphazard endeavour for 
SEOs. Vague tactics like brand building and PR come with 
vague metrics like engagement and visibility. But, now with 
Average OKV you can craft specific strategies focused on 
increasing this metric. The more valuable your keyword 
average is, the more qualified search market share you are 
taking up. 
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In this eBook we have analyzed the Number of Keywords, Organic 
Traffic Cost, and Average OKV of the top 180 Series C funded 
software companies. We’ve ranked them in order of highest to least in 
terms of how many keywords they have.  

     { OTC / #KW = OKV }
   (Organic Traffic Cost / Keywords = Organic Keyword Vaue)

Analysis of the data will be included in the blog post on Direcive 
Consulting’s website “Ranking the Organic Search Performance for 
Top Series C Software Companies.” The analysis will dive into what 
these discrete campaigns are doing differently and what we can learn 
from those who are winning the keyword game, as well as those who 
could use a little help. 



Average OKV # of Keywords Organic Traffic CostCompany

SERIES C SOFTWARE: 
AVERAGE ORGANIC 

KEYWORD VALUE
 (OKV) RANKINGS

 1

$1 139,000 $70,200

$2 139,000

$2 156,000 $317,000

$4 $803,000182,000

<$1 249,000 $82,000

<$1 528,000 $119,000

<$1 548,000 $191,000

$3 794,000 $2.4 M

$8 1.2 M

$9 1.6 M $13.7 M

2.0 M<$1 $10,600

$9.9 M

$12 158,000 $1.9 M

$313,000



Average OKV # of Keywords Organic Traffic CostCompany

SERIES C SOFTWARE: 
AVERAGE ORGANIC 

KEYWORD VALUE
 (OKV) RANKINGS

2

$13 42,200 $533,000

$12 46,100

$6 48,900

$13 53,100 $705,000

$5 53,700

$3 53,800

$2 64,500 $109,000

$1 88,800 $127,000

$1 9,500 $9,600

<$1 91,600 $39,000

$1 92,200 $133,000

$2 129,000 $281,000

$151,000

$268,000

$294,000

$560,000



Average OKV # of Keywords Organic Traffic CostCompany

SERIES C SOFTWARE: 
AVERAGE ORGANIC 

KEYWORD VALUE
 (OKV) RANKINGS

3

$7 27,400 $188,000

$4 28,300

$6 28,600 $184,000

$9 29,100 $271,000

$8 33,400

$20 33,800 $666,000

$18 34,300 $617,000

$3 35,800

$9 38,700 $360,000

39,500<$1

$18 40,700 $715,000

$10 41,700 $473,000

$133

$112,000

$273,000

$113,000



Average OKV # of Keywords Organic Traffic CostCompany

SERIES C SOFTWARE: 
AVERAGE ORGANIC 

KEYWORD VALUE
 (OKV) RANKINGS

4

$42 13,900 $583,000

$3 17,900

<$1 18,400 $643

$19 18,400 $352,000

19,000<$1

$5 22,100

$33 22,200

$3

$12

22,700

22,400

$76 23,600 $1.8 M

$6 24,700 $160,000

$4 $115,00026,300

$63,000

$271,000

$735,000

$109,000

$169

$44,300



Average OKV # of Keywords Organic Traffic CostCompany

SERIES C SOFTWARE: 
AVERAGE ORGANIC 

KEYWORD VALUE
 (OKV) RANKINGS

5

$24 9,000 $212,000

$39 9,000 $353,000

$1 9,300 $8,600

$2 9,300 $19,600

$2 9,700 $17,500

$2 10,200 $19,100

10,600<$1

<$1 10,600 $450

$10 10,900

$9 11,200 $98,400

$19 13,900 $261,000

$2 11,800 $28,400

$112,000

$64



Average OKV # of Keywords Organic Traffic CostCompany

SERIES C SOFTWARE: 
AVERAGE ORGANIC 

KEYWORD VALUE
 (OKV) RANKINGS

6

$26 6,100

$68 6,100 $416,000

$9 6,300

$24 6,300 $152,000

$2 6,500 $11,200

$24 7,100 $167,000

$9 7,600 $68,900

$14 7,800 $107,000

$9 8,200

$5 8,500

$48 8,500 $411,000

$1 8,600 $10,900

$46,000

$70,700

$54,000

$157,000



Average OKV # of Keywords Organic Traffic CostCompany

SERIES C SOFTWARE: 
AVERAGE ORGANIC 

KEYWORD VALUE
 (OKV) RANKINGS

7

$5 $17,3003,700

$1 4,100 $2,700

$9 4,200

$6 4,500 $28,400

$10 5,000

$1 5,100 $5,300

$21 5,400 $116,000

<$1 5,700 $1,400

$2 5,800 $8,700

$3 5,900

$1 6,100 $4,200

$14 6,100 $83,000

$18,400

$49,800

$36,600



Average OKV # of Keywords Organic Traffic CostCompany

SERIES C SOFTWARE: 
AVERAGE ORGANIC 

KEYWORD VALUE
 (OKV) RANKINGS

8

<$1 3,700 $426

$8 3,600

$3 3,500 $10,600

<$1 3,400 $964

3,300<$1

$3 3,200

$56 3,000 $167,000

$70 2,900 $204,000

$59 2,900 $171,000

$13 2,800 $36,800

$4 2,800

$1 2,700 $2,500

$10,400

$10,700

$31

$30,400



Average OKV # of Keywords Organic Traffic CostCompany

SERIES C SOFTWARE: 
AVERAGE ORGANIC 

KEYWORD VALUE
 (OKV) RANKINGS

9

$14 2,600 $37,000

$2 2,600 $4,000

$39 2,500

<$1

$13 2,500 $32,000

2,300 $49

$47 2,200 $103,000

$1 2,200 $3,000

$1 2,200 $1,300

$3 2,100 $6,400

<$1 2,000 $644

$1 1,900 $2,200

1,900<$1 $16

$97,000



Average OKV # of Keywords Organic Traffic CostCompany

SERIES C SOFTWARE: 
AVERAGE ORGANIC 

KEYWORD VALUE
 (OKV) RANKINGS

10

$98 1,600 $157,000

$9 1,600

$20 1,500 $30,000

$14 1,500 $20,300

$11 1,500

$6 1,500

$6 1,500

$5 1,500

$13 1,400 $17,500

$1 1,400 $1,800

$5 1,300 $6,400

$2 1,400 $3,000

$7,700

$8,700

$9,200

$17,000

$15,000



Average OKV # of Keywords Organic Traffic CostCompany

SERIES C SOFTWARE: 
AVERAGE ORGANIC 

KEYWORD VALUE
 (OKV) RANKINGS

11

<$1 1,300 $518

<$1 1,200 $275

$30 1,100

$15 1,100 $16,500

<$1 1,100 $272

<$1 1,100 $63

$37 1,000

$2 1,000

$1 994 $715

$41 972 $39,400

$3 967 $2,800

$2,200

$37,100

$33,000

$3 925 $4,000



Average OKV # of Keywords Organic Traffic CostCompany

SERIES C SOFTWARE: 
AVERAGE ORGANIC 

KEYWORD VALUE
 (OKV) RANKINGS

12

$15 936 $13,900

$18 816 $14,400

$10 808

$4 763

<$1 756 $58

<$1 673 $251

<$1 668 $252

$6 659

$29 643

<$1 639 $13

<$1 867 $371

$4 925 $4,000

$18,900

$3,800

$2,900

$8,300



Average OKV # of Keywords Organic Traffic CostCompany

SERIES C SOFTWARE: 
AVERAGE ORGANIC 

KEYWORD VALUE
 (OKV) RANKINGS

13

$2 630

$6 1,500

$2 585 $1,000

<$1 553 $8

<$1 546 $54

$14 539 $7,500

$2 525 $985

<$1 $145433

415<$1

$1 413 $305

$19 370 $7,000

$1 351 $239

$4

$9,200

$1,400



Average OKV # of Keywords Organic Traffic CostCompany

SERIES C SOFTWARE: 
AVERAGE ORGANIC 

KEYWORD VALUE
 (OKV) RANKINGS

14

254 $213$1

$21 346 $7,300

$1 346 $312

<$1 336 $38

<$1 326 $15

$32 323

$1 294 294

<$1 $75287

$8 250

<$1 224 $100

$1 222 $162

$1,900

<$1 275 $12

$10,300



Average OKV # of Keywords Organic Traffic CostCompany

SERIES C SOFTWARE: 
AVERAGE ORGANIC 

KEYWORD VALUE
 (OKV) RANKINGS

15

$16 190 $3,100

$131 205 $26,900

<$1

$4 87

59 $10

<$1 75

35<$1

$1

$0

$030<$1

Happy With The Results?

$370

$14 114 $1,600

<$1 $36128

$27 162 $4,300

$36 171 $6,200



Want to learn how to imrpove the value of your keywords?
We’re here to help!

 https://directiveconsulting.com

sales@directiveconsulting.com

(949)-214-4024
 


